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This paper addresses the application of a computational theory and related techniques for studying emergencymanagement in social
computing. We propose a novel software framework called KD-ACP.The framework provides a systematic and automatic platform
for scientists to study the emergency management problems in three aspects: modelling the society in emergency scenario as the
artificial society; investigating the emergency management problems by the repeat computational experiments; parallel execution
between artificial society and the actual societymanaged by the decisions fromcomputational experiments.The software framework
is composed of a series of tools. These tools are categorized into three parts corresponding to “A,” “C,” and “P,” respectively. Using
H1N1 epidemic in Beijing city as the case study, themodelling and data generating of Beijing city, experiments with settings of H1N1,
and intervention measures and parallel execution by situation tool are implemented by KD-ACP.The results output by the software
framework shows that the emergency response decisions can be tested to find a more optimal one through the computational
experiments. In the end, the advantages of the KD-ACP and the future work are summarized in the conclusion.

1. Introduction

Emergency management attracts the attention of scientists
from social computing because the whole process of emer-
gent events is deeply coupled with human society and the
emergency response decisions need an approach to testify
their effect without the reappearance of emergent events in
the society. As a new paradigm of computing and technology
development, social computing helps scientists to understand
and analyze individual and organizational behavior and
facilitate emergencymanagement research and application in
many aspects [1].

Based on the fruitful development of computational
methodology on emergency management research over the
last decade, lots of work has been done to solve the problems
in society domain. Both the conceptual frameworks in mul-
tiple discipline and the technological platforms developed
for the domain requirements are more and more popular
in the research on emergency management, especially the
agent-based modelling and simulation [2]. The bottom-up
technique describes the society in microview by modelling

individual behavior, communications in agents, and evolu-
tion rules of agent organizations. It is worth notifying that
the modelling of agent does not emphasize the intelligence of
individual. Large scale, communications and the emergence
phenomena are the objects of agent-based modelling and
simulation. The agent oriented platforms such as Biowar [3],
GASM [4], and EpiSims [5] to study emergency problems
have been proposed in many fields. Biowar developed by
Carnegie Mellon University is used to study the bioattacks
in city with the ability of scalable agent modelling. GASM
(Global-Scale Agent Model) by Epstein simulates a global
H1N1 epidemic with 6.5 billion people. EpiSims from Los
Alamos national lab is used to testify the intervention mea-
sures in epidemics of smallpox from United States Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services.

With the help of agent-based modelling, simulation
technique and the concept of artificial society [6], a novel con-
ceptual framework based on artificial systems is introduced
in the social computing. The conceptual framework called
ACP (Artificial Society, Computational Experiments, Parallel
Execution) approach is proposed byWang in 2004 [7–9]. It is
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a novel approach in social computing to solve the problems
in society domain. ACP approach is categorized into three
aspects: representing and modelling society with artificial
systems, analysis and evaluation by computational experi-
ments, and control andmanagement of real society by parallel
execution. Under the instruction of conceptual framework of
ACP approach, a wide spectrum of complex systems, such as
transportation, medicine, finance, and environment, can be
studied in the computational manner. Actually, many real-
world applications using ACP approach have been developed
to solve the real problems in domains. For instance, complex
socioeconomic system [10] and the research framework for
e-commerce system [11] are the good applications of ACP
approach in the economic area. The ACP-based frame-
work for integrative medicine [12] is proposed to solve the
problems in medicine. An overall framework of emergency
rescue decision support system of petrochemical plant [13]
is proposed based on ACP theory to study environment
risk accidents of petrochemical plant. Parallel BRT operation
management system [14] based on ACP approach has been
constructed to detect the quantity of passengers on stations
real-time, traffic flow on stations or at intersections, and
queuing length of vehicles on the road. A novel parallel sys-
tem for Urban Rail Transportation (URT) [15] based on ACP
approach is proposed to address issues on safety efficiency
and reliability of the operation of URT. An artificial power
system [16] is set up on the models of power systems and
complex power grids to provide a feasible approach for the
control and management of the modern power system.

Although a lot of work has been done on the concepts and
theory framework to study problems by social computing, the
following problems of computational experiments in emer-
gencymanagement are still not solved from the perspective of
modelling for social systems theory and software framework
of platform implementation.

(i) The modelling and simulation of emergency man-
agement are not given the special consideration.
The representation of society focuses on the generic
modelling of agent (represented by Repast [17, 18]).
The description of environments is too simple to
meet the requirements from research on emergency
problems, such as the building size, the place related
agent contact frequency.

(ii) The existing tools and platforms cannot support the
design of experiment. Computational experiments
cannot be done systematically and automatically.

(iii) The existing applications of ACP-based frameworks
are still domain specific. A generic workflow and
integrated toolkit are needed to implement ACP
approach, especially in the application of emergency
management.

Therefore, it is necessary to develop an ACP-based software
framework for the research on emergency management. The
artificial system is the projection of real world in the emergent
scenario.Themodelling of the system including the emergent
events modelling and intervention measures modelling, the
design of computational experiments considering the settings

of emergency parameters, the settings of large samples exper-
iments, and the parallel execution with loose connection of
real society should be considered inside the software frame-
work.

As a result, the purpose of this paper is to propose
a software framework called KD-ACP applying the ACP-
based computational theory and corresponding methods in
studying emergency management problems. KD is short for
the Chinese phonetic alphabets of China National Univer-
sity of Defense Technology. KD-ACP means the software
framework is developed by National University of Defense
Technology to implement ACP approach. The remainder of
this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the
existing agent-based modelling and simulation platforms.
Section 3 introduces ACP approach first and proposes the
KD-ACP platform. Section 4 illustrates the modelling of
Beijing city with KD-ACP; both the agent models and initial
data are considered. Section 5 shows how to do experiments
with KD-ACP using the H1N1 case study in artificial Beijing.
In the end, the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. Related Works

There have beenmany efforts on social computing, especially
on the emergency management. Agent-based modelling and
simulation are popular in the implementation of social
computation. The related works are mainly categorized into
SWARM-like agent-based modelling and simulation plat-
forms and agent-based platforms for emergency manage-
ment.

2.1. SWARM-Like Agent-Based Modelling and Simulation
Platforms. SWARM [19] originally proposed by Santa Fe
institute is widely used in many research areas such as
biology, ecology, and society. The tool provides a simulation
environment for simulating agent with the support of a series
of class libraries. It is worth noting that SWARM is the pre-
cursor ofmultiagent simulation tool; it influences lots ofmul-
tiagent simulation platforms such as NetLogo [20], RePast
(REursive Porus Agent Simulation Toolkit), MASON [21],
and SOARS (Spot Oriented Agent Role Simulator) [22].

NetLogo is a multiagent programming language and
modelling environment for simulating natural and social
phenomena. It is particularly well suited for modelling com-
plex systems evolving over time.The language is easy to study
and the agent-based complex systems could be built rapidly;
RePast is a software framework for agent-based simulation
created at theUniversity of Chicago. An extensible simulation
package makes RePast become a generic multiagent simula-
tion platform in social science research computing; MASON
designed by George Mason University is used to serve as the
basis for a wide range of multiagent simulation tasks ranging
from swarm robotics to machine learning to social complex-
ity environments. The tool is a fast discrete-event multiagent
simulation toolkit in Java; SOARS is designed by Tokyo
Institute of Technology to describe agent activities under the
roles of social and organizational structure.Decomposition of
multiagent interaction is the most important characteristics
in this framework.
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All the SWARM-like agent-based modelling and simu-
lation platforms provide a portable, lightweight, and easily
extensible environment for simulating agents in arbitrary
research areas. However, the heterogeneity in specific social
computing domain is not considered. Furthermore, most of
the platforms cannotwell support large scale agent simulation
because of the lightweight engine. The engine cannot afford
the simulation of super cities like Beijing andNewYorkwhich
have millions of people.

2.2. Agent-Based Platforms for Emergency Management.
Biowar proposed by Carnegie Mellon University simulates
the impact of background diseases, bioterrorism attacks
within a city. 62 diseases are modeled in this platform to
simulate the outbreaks on the population’s behavior. GASM
(Global-Scale Agent Model) is designed to study the spread-
ing of H1N1; 6.5 billion population is modeled with the
support of official statistical data. A global H1N1 spread from
Tokyo is simulated in GASM. EpiSimS proposed by Los
Alamos lab simulates the spread of disease in regions such
as cities, allowing for the assessment of disease prevention,
intervention, and response strategies. The daily movements
and interactions of synthetic individuals are represented
explicitly. Burke and Epstein propose a computational model
of smallpox epidemic transmission and control [23]. The
agents in thismodel interact locally with one another in social
units such as homes, workplaces, schools, and hospitals.

However, these platforms cannot provide a generic soft-
ware framework to study emergency problems. Biowar only
focuses on social networks; individuals are all modeled as the
nodes of social networks. Agents in GASM and EpisimS are
isomorphic, without considering the heterogeneity in specific
domains.

To sum up, this section briefly reviews the existing mul-
tiagent simulation platforms including SWARM-like agent-
based modelling and simulation platforms and agent-based
platforms for emergency management. However, they can-
not satisfy the requirements of simulation performance,
adaptability of software framework, and heterogeneity of
individuals in research of different emergency scenarios.

3. KD-ACP

KD-ACP is an integrated software framework designed and
implemented based on the principle of the ACP approach
shown in Figure 1.

3.1.The ACPApproach. ACP approach is a social computing-
based research paradigm. It is composed of three components
as its name: artificial society for A, computational experi-
ments for C, and parallel execution for P. The basic idea of
ACP approach is listed as follows.

(i) Model the complex societies involving human behav-
ior and social organizations as artificial societies using
multiagent modelling techniques in a “bottom-up”
fashion. Artificial societies are regarded as a research
platform to study emergency management.

Actual societies Artificial societies

Management
and control

Experimentation
and evaluation

Training and
learning

TestingTesting Operation

Figure 1: The parallel execution of ACP approach [8, 33].

(ii) Utilize innovative computing technologies to evaluate
and analyze various factors in emergency manage-
ment quantitatively; the computers are regarded as
the experimental social laboratories for investigating
emergency management problems.

(iii) Provide an effective mechanism for the control and
management of complex actual social society through
comparison, evaluation, and interaction with artifi-
cial society.

It is worth notifying that “P” here is not the “parallel” in
“parallel simulation” but the representation of “parallel exe-
cution.” The idea of parallel execution is to build the parallel
scenarios by paralleling the actual societies and artificial
societies. Consequently, parallel control and management of
actual societies are implemented with the help of interactions
between parallel scenarios. The goal of parallel execution
is to find the best plans to adjust the methods of control
and management based on the comparison and analysis of
differences between actual and artificial societies. Artificial
societies provide possible simulated results of evolutions by
repeated computational experiments. The simulated results
provide evidences for the adjustment plans. These plans are
used in the control and management of actual societies, such
as emergency management. After the application of these
plans, the observations from actual societies are collected for
the comparison with expectation. The differences are used to
feedback to artificial societies. The new turn of comparison
and analysis to find best adjustments of control and manage-
ment is repeated.

The mechanism of “parallel execution” has been proved
to be effective for use in networked complex traffic systems
and is closely related to emerging technologies in cloud com-
puting, social computing, and cyber-physical-social systems
[24]. In order to promote the development of parallel control
and management in emergency management, the artificial
society is proposed in ACP approach which is the expansion
of “artificial traffic systems.”

Instructed by the ACP approach, KD-ACP is also com-
posed by three components. The details of the architecture
and implementation of KD-ACP are discussed below.

3.2. The Software Architecture of KD-ACP. The architecture
of KD-ACP is shown in Figure 2; the software framework is
composed of a series of tools. These tools are grouped into
three parts to support artificial society modelling, computa-
tional experiments, and parallel execution.
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Figure 2: The software architecture of KD-ACP.

In the “A” part, Generic Modeling Environment (GME)
[25] and Model Development Tool (MDT) are the kernel
tools in the modelling of artificial society. GME is an
open source modelling tool which supports domain-specific
modelling. The domains of artificial society are created by
GME in our work. Models such as agent, environment,
emergent event, and intervention measure are described in
specific domains first in GME. With the help of model
transformation, thesemodels are all transformed to the Finite
State Machine (FSM) models. Meanwhile, code generations
are supported byMDT, and thesemodels are all implemented
in C++. Artificial Society Editor (ASE) is used to describe
the concrete scenario of actual society, which defines the
scope of models set for artificial society; Population and
Geospatial Environment generation Tool (PGET) generates
the population and geospatial environment data with the
support of statistical data from actual society.

In the “C” part, Emergency Events Configuration Tool
(EECT) initializes the models of emergent events while
InterventionMeasures Configuration Tool (IMCT) initializes
the models of intervention measures. Experiments plans are
generated byExperimentsDesignTool (EDT). Based on these
plans, Experiments Management Tool (EMT) is used to run
and manage the computational experiments to study the
emergency problems.

In the “P” part, Artificial Society Situation Tool (ASST)
seemed as the monitor of running artificial society. The
statistical data and situation are shown by ASST at runtime.
In the meantime, the emergency response plans are made by

emergency decision organizations. Parts of the influences of
emergency plans are reflected on Internet. Open source data
Registration Tool (OsdRT) is used to register the open source
data from Internet to artificial society.

KD-ACP is developed using the Browser/Server archi-
tecture, the tools are integrated in the home page of KD-
ACP as shown in Figure 3. Each tool is activated by the click
on the link. For example, Artificial Society Editor is started
when the link of ASE is clicked. The working environment
and programming languages of tools in KD-ACP are listed in
Table 1.

Moreover, the implementation of KD-ACP is mainly
composed of modelling phase and computational experi-
ments phase. It will be discussed in the next section.

3.3. The Modelling of Artificial Society in KD-ACP. It is a
critical problem to focus on the key parts of society in social
computing. Based on the ACP approach, the bottom-up
modelling is used to build the artificial society. As a result,
modelling of artificial society is composed of three basic ele-
ments: agents, environments, and rules for interactions.How-
ever, we still meet the problem that specific features should
be supported in artificial society. For example, emergent
events and intervention measures are required in artificial
society for emergency management. The modelling of only
basic elements cannot cover the specific features in domains.
Therefore, domain-specific modelling [26] is introduced to
solve the problems in modelling artificial society.
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Figure 3: The implementation of KD-ACP.

Table 1: The working environment and programming languages of tools.

Tools Working environment Programming
languages

Development
platform User type

Generic Modeling
Environment (GME)

General computer (desktop
application) NULL NULL Domain experts

Model Development Tool
(MDT)

General computer (desktop
application) C++ Visual Studio Model developers

Artificial Society Editor
(ASE)

General computer (desktop
application) C# Visual Studio Domain experts

Population and Geospatial
Environment generation
Tool

General computer (desktop
application) C# Visual Studio Domain experts

Emergency Events
Configuration Tool (EECT)

General computer (with
Internet Explorer, client
side)

C# ASP.NET Domain experts

Intervention Measures
Configuration Tool (IMCT)

General computer (with
Internet Explorer, client
side)

C# ASP.NET Domain experts

Experiments Management
Tool (EMT)

General computer (with
Internet Explorer, client
side)

C# ASP.NET

Users of computation
experimentServer of EMT

Nodes in supercomputer
(Console Program, server
side)

C++ Visual Studio

Runtime Infrastructure of
EMT

Nodes in supercomputer
(Console Program, server
side)

C++ Visual Studio

Artificial Society Situation
Tool (ASST)

General computer (desktop
application) C++ Visual Studio Domain experts

Open Source Data
Registration Tool (OsdRT)

General computer (with
Internet Explorer, client
side)

Java JSP Domain experts
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Figure 4: From metamodelling and modelling by GME to implementation by MDT of artificial society.

3.3.1. The Principle of the Modelling of Artificial Society.
According to the principle of domain-specific modelling,
the modelling of artificial society contains the following
steps: first, metamodelling the basic elements of artificial
society; second, modelling the specific features in domain of
emergency management; third, implementing the models of
artificial society in codes. The whole process is illustrated in
Figure 4.The first and second steps are implemented in GME
while the third step is implemented in MDT.

The first step is metamodelling, which mainly focuses on
constructing the metamodels of artificial society. Metamod-
elling tries to study the common patterns of artificial society.
The outputs of metamodelling are metamodels, which repre-
sents the abstraction of the whole system.The basic elements
of artificial society are described in metamodel. The process
of metamodelling is divided into four phases. The first is the
construction of the domain-specific metamodels. As shown

in Figure 4, agent metamodel, environment metamodel,
emergent event metamodel, and intervention metamodel
compose the metamodel of artificial society. The second is
the construction of the metamodels described by typical
modelling formalisms such as FSM, DAE, DEVS, and Petri
Net [27]. These formalisms are all semantically well defined.
The third is the definition of the model transformation
from domain-specific metamodels to metamodels of typical
modelling formalisms. The transformation standardizes the
metamodels of artificial society by typical modelling spec-
ifications. The fourth is the definition of the transforma-
tion templates from metamodels to code framework. The
templates list the basic abstract interfaces of metamodels of
artificial society.These abstract interfaces are implemented in
the specific-domain modelling and code generations.

The second step is modelling; the models of artificial
society such as agent model, environment model, emergent
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Figure 5: The metamodels of artificial society in GME.

event model, and intervention model are built. Actually,
the models are the instantiation of metamodels in the last
step. Different from the general modelling environment like
UML [28], the domain-specific modelling provides a familiar
modelling environment for the domain experts in artificial
society. For example, emergency response experts only con-
cern emergent eventmodel and interventionmodel inherited
from metamodels. After constructing the domain-specific
models based on domain-specific metamodels, domain users
execute the model transformation defined in the first step.
All the models of artificial society are transformed into FSM
models. As a result, the models are implemented in this uni-
fied modelling formalism (FSM). The model transformation
makes the simulation of the models possible.

The third step is the generation of executable codes of
models. The executable code framework is generated by
mapping template from metamodels to code framework
defined in the first step. Moreover, domain developers also
add necessary codes to the framework to integrate the
dynamic semantics of the models. The code framework
outputs the dynamic link libraries by compiling.The dynamic
link libraries are loaded in the large scale artificial society
runtime infrastructure in computational experiments.

3.3.2. The Metamodelling and Modelling of Artificial Society
by GME. GME is used to build metamodels and models
in our work. As mentioned before, the abstraction and
common patterns of society are represented in metamodels.
According to the bottom-up modelling style, metamodels of
agent, environment, and communications are described in
GME. Figure 5 shows part of metamodels of artificial society.
The features of an agent metamodel are extracted from the
census figures and statistical data. Environment metamodel
simulates the geospatial places for the behaviors of agents.
Themetamodel of communications among agents ismodeled
to simulate the interactions such as infection in epidemics
and rumor propagation in public opinion formation events.
It is worth notifying that the metamodel of communications

includes both the emergent event metamodel and interven-
tion metamodel.

From the perspective of modelling, the details from spe-
cific domains are considered in the models by the instantia-
tion frommetamodels of artificial society. For example, social
relationships based on complex networks are added in agent
model to support the communications. Agent activity is also
used to quantify the agent activity under different scenario.
Environment models are linked with the help of transporta-
tion services; subways and roads are modeled while the path
search is encapsulated in the services. Emergent event model
and intervention model are also the domain-specific models.
The modelling of artificial Beijing in GME will be discussed
in detail in next section.

3.3.3. The Implementation of Models of Artificial Society by
MDT. As mentioned before, MDT is used to implement
models such as agent, environment, emergent event, and
intervention. According to the template of code framework,
the implementations of models are generated by MDT. The
implementations are classified into two categories: FSM
models and services. FSM models such as agents and
environments are built under the specification of Finite
State Machine (FSM) [29] in MDT, while all the services
such as transportation are encapsulated under the Public
Service Standard. This standard provides a generic interface
specification for modelers to encapsulate public common
services in artificial society. FSM models like agent are built
statistically from the quantitatively analyzed characteristics,
such as demographic attributes, social behaviors, emergency
behaviors, and social networks. Social behaviors describe the
daily behaviors of individuals while emergency behaviors
describe the individual behaviors in emergent events. For
example, infected individuals are all isolated in hospital in
SARS. Isolation ismodeled as a typical emergency behavior in
our work. Correspondingly, services are used to simulate the
macroactual society. Take transportation service for instance;
the path search is needed by almost every agent during
moving from spot to spot.
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Figure 6: The editing and initialization of KD-ACP.

MDT provides domain experts with a tool to obtain the
code implementations of models. With the help of compile
environment like visual studio, MDT also supports the
further programming development of the specific domain
details which cannot be described in modelling step.

Both the FSM models and services are developed by the
MDT first and then stored in the agent model and service
repository. The repository manages the models according to
the requirements from emergency problems and provides the
models for EDT to make the experiment plans.

3.4. The Editing and Initialization of Artificial Society by
ASE and PGET. As shown in Figure 6, ASE is used to edit
the scenarios of artificial society within emergent events.
The editing is composed of two parts: (1) the statistical
information of artificial society in daily life, such as the roles
of agents, the relationships of agents, and the types of environ-
ments, and (2) the statistical information of artificial society
in emergency, including the statistical data of emergent

events, the emergency organization, and emergency related
behaviors of agents.

According to the requirements of the editing, these
statistical data are collected from actual society manually by
the domain experts. Based on these statistical data, PGET
generates the artificial society population and geospatial
environment database. The database supports the instanti-
ation of artificial society at individual level. For example,
the attributes such as age and gender of each agent can be
found in the database. With the support of the database,
FSM models, and service repository discussed before, it
is sufficient for domain experts to study the emergency
problems by computational experiments.

3.5.The Computational Experiments and Parallel Execution in
KD-ACP. The tools of “C” part and “P” part in KD-ACP are
used to support the process of computational experiments
and parallel execution. The working process is shown in
Figure 7; EECT and IMCT are both the starting and ending
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point. The emergent events and intervention measures are
configured by EECT and IMCT, respectively. The configu-
rations of emergent events are used to simulate both the
real emergencies like SARS and H1N1 and the supposed
emergencies for experiments. Similarly, the configurations
of intervention measures are also used to reproduce the
real one and simulate the supposed one. The repeat of the
emergency is used to verify the models while the supposed
configurations are used to obtain the optimized decision plan
to the response of the possible emergencies.

With the input of artificial society model and service
repository, artificial society population and geospatial envi-
ronment database, and the configurations discussed before,
EDT generates the experiment plans to meet the require-
ments of research on emergency management. The output
of EDT includes artificial society models, artificial society
initial data files, and experiment plan. The models are
downloaded from the repository while the data file is the
collection of data from the database to initialize the models.
When the models and data files are ready, EMT loads the
experiment plan and deploys the models and data to the
cluster or TIANHE-1A supercomputer [30] which was the
world’s fastest supercomputer built by National University of

Defense Technology (NUDT) in China in 2010. According to
the plan, the experiments are done repeatedly on the large
scale artificial society runtime infrastructure [31, 32] by the
multisample settings.Thework process is the implementation
of computational experiments in ACP approach.

Traditionally, emergency response plans are made by
emergency management theories and experiences. The only
way to test the effective of plans is the feedback results of real
world. ACP approach provides a novel method to support
emergency response plan making by parallel execution. As
shown in Figure 7, the work process of KD-ACP is composed
of two loops. The inner loop composed by red arrows
describes the process of computational experiments while the
outer loop of yellow arrows illustrates the process of parallel
execution. During the runtime of computational experi-
ments, the statistical data of artificial society is collected and
stored in the artificial society runtime database. Based on the
database, ASST outputs the customized situation of running
artificial society by graphics charts and situation maps.
The information is sent to the organizations of emergency
decision to support making the emergency response plans.
With the help of computational experiments loop, these plans
are simulated repeatedly to find the most optimal one.
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Figure 8: The compositions of OsdRT [34].

Moreover, the most optimal plan is used to the response
of emergency in actual society. According to the idea of
parallel control in [24], the feedback of actual society is
partly collected from Internet networks by OsdRT. As shown
in Figure 8, OsdRT is composed of three components: data
acquisition, data extraction, and data standardization. Data
acquisition collects, mines, and filters information from
social sensing networks. Data extraction includes basic
element extracting, individual and organization extracting,
sentiment analyzing, and social networks analyzing. Data
standardization specifies the useful knowledge and sent it to
configuration tools in KD-ACP.

By processing in OsdRT, the knowledge about emergent
events and intervention measures are analyzed first and
registered in the EECT and IMCT. The registration updates
the settings of emergent events and intervention measures.
This loop composed of yellow arrows implements the parallel
execution in ACP approach. The implementation of parallel
control and management provides a data-driven approach
that considers both the engineering and social complexity
for modelling, analysis, and decision making in emergency
management.

4. Modelling Beijing City with KD-ACP

4.1. How to Build the Artificial Beijing. According to the
modelling of artificial society in KD-ACP discussed before,
the Beijing city is modeled as follows.

To meet the requirements of emergency managements,
the basic elements of artificial society are extended. As
shown in Figure 9, six elements are required to simulate the
city: agents, environments, transportation, activity schedule,
communication, and agent activity.

4.1.1. Modelling Artificial Beijing. Figure 10 shows the main
GUI of GME for the modelling of artificial modelling in
public health events. Metamodels are listed in the left area of
Figure 10; the list provides basic syntax elements for domain
experts to model artificial society. Domain experts build

models based on the knowledge of their own. Meanwhile,
GME supports hierarchy for building large scale systems.The
syntax symbol listed in GUI can be extended in new tab by
double clicking. Take agent for example; the model of agent
can be detailed by edition in another tab page of agent.

As shown in the center of Figure 10, the models of
artificial Beijing consist of five parts: models of agent and
environment, domain models of public health events, inter-
ventionmodels, controllermodels, and services. Agentmodel
describes individuals in society; it is composed of basic
population information, action, social relationships, activity
schedule, and disease related information. Activity schedule
represents individual’s physical actionmodel, focusing on the
daily action of agents. Environment model includes physical
entities such as buildings, playground, transportations, and
agents contained in environment. Domain models of public
health events are composed of the propagation model of dis-
ease, disease state transition model, and so on. Intervention
models include the settings of vaccination, isolation, and so
on. The models mentioned before are all FSM models. The
mechanisms of these models will be detailed in next sections.
Controller models and services are the public service mod-
ules; they are implemented in the development in MDT.

4.1.2. Modelling Agents and Environments. Under the speci-
fication of FSM, agent and environment models are imple-
mented in two parts: the state space and state transitions.
The state space is composed of the demographic attributes
and behavior related attributes. The transitions are triggered
when the conditions of states are satisfied. As shown in
Figure 11(a), the action of agent is changed when the “next
time” condition is satisfied in agent model while the agents
list is changed when the agent arrival condition is satisfied in
the environment model.

4.1.3. Modelling Activities. Agent activities come from the
agent state transitions of actions such as movements and
communications. The actions of agents are instructed by the
activity schedule shown in Table 2. Activity schedule lists
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Figure 9: The basic elements of artificial society.
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domain
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Figure 10: The models of artificial Beijing in GME.

all the actions with probability in one day for agents in
both normal and emergent situation [38]. There are several
types of activity schedule in artificial Beijing: student agent
activity schedule, worker agent activity schedule, emergent
agent schedule, and so on. For example, Table 2 gives an agent
activity schedule. Upon the instruction of activity schedule,
student agent changes the actions by 𝑝

𝑖
after state transitions.

The𝑝
𝑖
in the tablemeans the action probability in the relevant

period. In the duration from 08:00 to 12:00, a student agent
either goes to classroom to have class or goes to library
to study. The probability of class action is 𝑝

2
while the

probability of study action is 1 − 𝑝
2
.

Agent behaviors are decided by the settings of activity
schedule. In addition to the daily activity schedulementioned
before, emergent activity schedules are also considered in
our work. Take public health events for instance; an infected
agent changes schedule from a normal one to emergent
one. The workflow of a susceptible agent is illustrated
in Figure 12 to show the change of behaviors. After the
infection, the agent is set in incubation phase. Not all the
incubation agents will become symptomatic. Some of them
turn back to being susceptible and some of them become
symptomatic. The symptomatic agents change their activity
schedule from normal to emergent. In the emergent case,
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Figure 11: The state transitions of models.

Table 2: The activity schedule of a student agent.

Duration (Δ𝑡) Activity Location Probability 𝑇Location (minute)
00:00–06:00 Sleep Dormitory 𝑃

0
(1.00) 360

06:00–08:00 Breakfast Dormitory/restaurant 𝑃
1
(0.68) 120

Sports-breakfast-travel Playground-dormitory/restaurant 1 − 𝑃
1
(0.32)

08:00–12:00 Class Classroom 𝑃
2
(0.77) 240

Study Library 1 − 𝑃
2
(0.23)

12:00–14:00 Lunch Restaurant 𝑃
3
(0.90) 120

Lunch-shopping Restaurant-convenience store 1 − 𝑃
3
(0.10)

14:00–18:00 Class Classroom 𝑃
4
(0.70) 240

Study Library 1 − 𝑃
4
(0.30)

18:00-19:00
Dinner Dormitory/restaurant 𝑃

5
(0.63)

60Sports-shopping Playground/convenience store 𝑃
6
(0.25)

Study Classroom/library 1 − (𝑃
5
+ 𝑃
6
) (0.12)

19:00–22:00
Rest Dormitory 𝑃

7
(0.45)

180Dinner-rest Dormitory/restaurant-dormitory 𝑃
8
(0.20)

Study Classroom/library 1 − (𝑃
7
+ 𝑃
8
) (0.35)

22:00–24:00 Rest Dormitory 𝑃
9
(0.72) 120

Sleep Dormitory 1 − 𝑃
9
(0.18)

infected agents go to hospital according to the treatment
schedule or stay in dormitory according to isolation schedule.
After the treatment in hospital or self-immunoprocess, agents
become healthy and immune of disease. If the agents are
treated in the hospital, they are not allowed to get out until
recovered. Moreover, activity schedules are also influenced
by the emergency response plans. For example, in the case of
isolation in emergency response plans, the activity schedule
of agents who had contacted with infected is changed. Only
the locations including home and dormitory compose this
emergent schedule. Likewise, based on the statistical data
from emergency response plans, the additional possibilities

are added into activity schedules.The behaviors of agents also
change with activity schedules. In the view of ACP approach,
the injection of new emergency response plans implements
the parallel execution of microagent behaviors.

In another aspect, contact frequency is also another
crucial element to determine the infected rate in public health
event. It is important to model the contact frequency and
contact time of individuals. Based on the studies on the
contact behavior of human being by questionnaire survey,
Edmunds found that the contact frequency of individual
could be fitted approximately into a normal distribution,
and the mean and the standard deviation distributions are
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Figure 12: The workflow of a susceptible agent.

16.8 and 8.5 [39]. So it is possible to apply normal random
variable to model the contact frequency. In our work, Box-
Muller method [40] is used to generate the random variable
of contact frequency, shown in the following:

𝐹
𝐶
= 𝜇
𝐹
+ 𝜎
𝐹
(−2 ln (𝛾

1
))
1/2 cos (2𝜋𝛾

2
) , (1)

in which 𝐹
𝐶
is the random variable of contact frequency, 𝜇

𝐹

is the mean value of normal distribution, 𝜎
𝐹
is the standard

deviation of normal distribution, and 𝛾
1
and 𝛾

2
are the

uniform random variables distributed in the interval [0, 1].
Based on (1) and survey data [41], the contact frequencies
of agent 𝐹contact(𝐴 𝑖) are discretized as in Table 3 within the
consideration of activity differences.

Similarly, the duration per contact between individuals
is another key factor of AHC transmission. The duration of
contact could also bemodeled by the normal randomvariable
in the following [42]:

𝑇
𝐶
= 𝜇
𝑇
+ 𝜎
𝑇
(−2 ln (𝛾

1
))
1/2 cos (2𝜋𝛾

2
) , (2)

in which 𝑇
𝐶
is the random variable of duration per contact,

𝜇
𝑇

is the mean value of normal distribution, 𝜎
𝑇

is the
standard deviation of normal distribution, and 𝛾

1
and 𝛾

2

are the uniform random variables distributed in the interval

[0, 1]. In addition, because the time spent in specific location
𝑇Location(𝐴 𝑖) also follows the random distribution like (3)
in our work. In order to make the duration of contact
𝑇contact(𝐴 𝑖) shorter than the 𝑇Location(𝐴 𝑖), the mean and
standard deviation of (2) is set up in (3) and (4) [42]:

𝜇
𝑇
=
𝑇Location
(𝜇
𝐹
+ 𝜎
𝐹
)
, (3)

𝜎
𝑇
=
𝑇Location
(10𝜇
𝐹
+ 10𝜎

𝐹
)
, (4)

in which 𝑇Location is the time of an activity in a specific
location set in Table 2. 𝜇

𝑇
and 𝜎

𝑇
are the mean and standard

deviation of contact frequency. As a result, the duration of
agent 𝑇contact(𝐴 𝑖) in specific locations (listed in Table 2) is
also discretized in Table 3 within the consideration of activity
differences.

4.1.4. Modelling Transportation. In artificial Beijing, three
kinds of travel models are considered: walking inside the
district, travelling by road networks, and travelling by subway
networks. According to the traveling models, the agent
movements are implemented by the compositions of traveling
models before. So it is important to build the basic road
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Table 3: The contact frequency and duration in different locations and activities by social relationships in case of student and teacher.

Social relationship Activity Location 𝑇contact(𝐴 𝑖) (minute) 𝐹contact(𝐴 𝑖)

Student-student

Sleep Dormitory 0 0

Breakfast Restaurant 𝑁(5,2) 𝑁(3,2)
Breakfast Dormitory 𝑁(5,2) 𝑁(2,1)
Sports Playground 𝑁(2,1) 𝑁(5,3)
Class Classroom 𝑁(2,1) 𝑁(2,1)
Study Library 𝑁(2,1) 𝑁(2,1)
Lunch Restaurant 𝑁(15,8) 𝑁(3,2)

Shopping Convenience Store 𝑁(20,3) 𝑁(2,1)
Dinner Restaurant 𝑁(10,8) 𝑁(2,1)
Dinner Dormitory 𝑁(15,8) 𝑁(3,2)
Rest Dormitory 𝑁(6,3) 𝑁(5,2)

Teacher-student Class Classroom 𝑁(2,1) 𝑁(2,1)

Subway network of Beijing city (red lines) Road network of Beijing city (green lines)

Figure 13: The implementation of transportation for artificial Beijing.

and subway networks. With the help of Google map, the
key points of road are sampled first and the road networks
are generated by the links among point. Similarly, subway
networks are generated by the links between subway stations
mapped from the real stations in Google map. Figure 13
shows the road and subway networks in artificial Beijing,
with the road networks in green and the subway networks in
red. Most of the districts in Beijing city are covered by these
two networks. The algorithm of hierarchical route planning
is proposed as follows.

(i) Find the next position where agent will be located in
next action.

(ii) Obtain the travelingmodels from the statistical trans-
portation data.

(iii) Search the path from the starting position to the
nearest road entry or subway stations.

(iv) Search the optimal path from the starting station or
road entry to the nearest station or road exit of target
position.

(v) Search the path from the target subway station or road
exit to the target position.

(vi) Attach the subway train number or the bus number
including the transfer information to the path accord-
ing to the timetable of subway or bus.

(vii) Connect all the paths obtained before. Generate the
path from the starting position to the target position.

Based on the algorithm for each agent in artificial Beijing,
the transportation is simulated during the computational
experiments. It is worth noting that the activities inside
the buses or train cars are considered, because the agent
communication during travelling is also necessary to be
simulated.
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(a) The implementation of agent in MDT (b) The code framework of agent

Figure 14: The agent model implementation in MDT [35].

4.1.5. The Implementation of Models by MDT. All the models
are developed in the MDT; Figure 14 shows the GUI of the
tool. MDT is used to implement the state space and state
transitions of FSM models. The code framework is shown
in Figure 14(b). Using the C++ inheritance features and the
techniques of dynamic link library (dll), the models are
encapsulated in the dll components.The flexible composition
mechanism is designed to support the models evolution in
computational experiments.

4.1.6. The Description of Artificial Beijing by ASE. As men-
tioned in Section 3.4, ASE describes the artificial Beijing
in macroview. The statistical information of Beijing city is
collected by ASE. Table 4 lists part of the description of
artificial Beijing generated by ASE.

4.2. How to Obtain the Data of Beijing City

4.2.1. Population and Geospatial Environment Database of
Beijing City. Based on the models developed for Artificial
Beijing, it is necessary to generate the initial data to do the
computational experiments. Because the individual level data
are not available, it is necessary to construct an individual-
based population database for both accurate computational
experiment and determining optimal decisions.

According to the state spaces of models discussed in
Section 4.1.2, the geospatial and population database of Arti-
ficial Beijing is designed as shown in Figure 15. The kernel
part of database consists of the tables such as agent list table,
geospatial environment list table, household list table, and
agent distribution table. Agent list table is an individual level
table used to store the data to initialize the state space of agent
model such as id and gender age. Geospatial environment
list table is also an individual level table which stores the
data of environment attributes such as id, street id, and
type. Household list table and agent distribution table store
the statistical data for the data generation for agent and
environment models. With the help of the geospatial and
population database, the data generating of artificial Beijing
is proposed in the next section.

4.2.2. Generating Geospatial and Social Environment Data
for Artificial Beijing by PGET. The algorithm of generating
geospatial and social environment data for artificial Beijing
is used to quantify the spatial distribution of population and
formalize geospatial behavior of each agent. The algorithm
shown in Figure 16 is capable of generating a synthetic
artificial society, which allowsmultiresolution statistical data,
social interactive behavior, and multilayer social networks
to be integrated together. The synthetic population can
represent individual agents in the form of households and
household members, and the synthetic population is statis-
tically equivalent to a real population. For each household,
characteristics, such as address, household size, family types
and relationships, are generated. Each person is described by
characteristics such as age, gender, social role, and correlated
locations. The algorithm provides an effective methodology
to reconstruct the computing environment in high resolution
by using statistical data in low resolution, leading to better
prediction and management of emergencies. The details of
algorithm are illustrated in [36].

As shown in Figure 17, the implementation of the algo-
rithm is embedded inside the GEPT.The collective input data
such as the data files of population distribution is collected in
the tool first; then the algorithm is activated to generate the
database. The generation lasts almost twelve hours one time
with the specified parameters settings. When the generation
is finished, the data of artificial Beijing is obtained in the
database with 19,610,000 agents and 16,000 environments.

5. H1N1 Experiments in Artificial
Beijing with KD-ACP

With the support of the artificial Beijing modeled before, the
computational experiments and parallel execution are also
implemented by KD-ACP. The experiments are designed to
find the most optimal emergency decision response plans.
Epidemic in city is a typical scenario in emergency manage-
ment. H1N1 epidemic in Beijing in 2009 is used to be the used
case to test KD-ACP. According to Section 3.4, it is necessary
tomodel emergencymanagement first in order to support the
computational experiments.
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Table 4: The description of artificial Beijing generated by ASE.

Statistical features of
artificial Beijing Descriptions of statistical features Data source/default values

Agent roles {Baby, child, primary student, middle school student, college student, worker,
. . ., retired}

Demographic data file of
Beijing

Environment types {Super market, store, restaurant, park, stadium, hospital, school, clinic,
commercial building, dormitory building, . . ., residential building}

Demographic data file of
Beijing

Demographic data {Age distribution of population, sex distribution of population, household
distribution of population, retired age distribution, . . ., children distribution}

Demographic data file of
Beijing

Environment data {Distribution of all types of environments} Environment distribution
data file of Beijing

Relationships {Classmate, relative, college, friendship, . . ., family} Demographic data file of
Beijing

Varying parameters

Age difference of couples𝑁(𝜇,𝜎) 𝑁(0,3) ∈ [0, 12]
Minimummarriage age (male, female) (22, 20)
Age difference of children𝑁(𝜇,𝜎) 𝑁(1,3) ∈ [1, 10]
Enrollment rate of kindergarten 𝛼 0.8
Enrollment rate of primary school 𝛽 1
Enrollment rate of middle school 𝛾 1
Enrollment rate of college 𝛿 0.8
Entrance age of kindergarten 𝛼 3
Entrance age of primary school 𝛽 7
Entrance age of middle school 𝛾 13
Entrance age of middle school 𝛿 19

Age distribution
information table

Agent set
table

Geospatial
environment set table

Household set
table

Figure 15: The geospatial and population database of Beijing city.

5.1. Modelling Emergency Management. The modelling of
emergency management consists of two parts: the modelling
of emergent events and the modelling of intervention mea-
sures. H1N1 and the intervention measures for H1N1 are
modeled in our case.

5.1.1. Modelling H1N1 by MDT. H1N1 Model in agent simu-
lates the states transitions of health status and the relevant
actions. Referring to SIR (Susceptible\Infective\Recovered)
[43, 44] models, agent has three health statuses: susceptible,
infected, and healthy with immunity. Only susceptible agent
can be infected by the contact with infected agents. After

the three infected phases (incubation, being symptomatic,
and recovery) of H1N1 model, agent is healthy again. It is
worthy mentioning that the recovered agents can be infected
iteratively when the immunity disappears gradually by time.
The state transitions are illustrated in Figure 18.

According to [45], the latent period of H1N1 was in a
Weibull distribution within people, from one to seven days
[46, 47]. The distribution was usually centered in the range
between one and three days. AWeibull random variable [40]
is used to model the latent period, as described in

𝑇Lat = 𝛼 × [− ln (1 − 𝛾)]
1/𝛽
+ 𝜐 (𝑇Lat ≥ 𝜐) . (5)
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Figure 16: The algorithm of generating geospatial and social environment data [36].
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Figure 18: The transitions of agent health status.

𝑇Lat denotes the duration of latent period. 𝜐, 𝛼, and 𝛽 are
the location parameter, scale parameter, and shape parameter
of Weibull distribution, respectively. 𝛾 is a uniform random
number in the range [0, 1]. According to statistics [47], 𝜐, 𝛼,
and 𝛽 are set as 0, 1.8, and 1.21, respectively. Then the mean
(standard deviation) of latent period is calculated as 1.59 days
(0.58 day2). Furthermore, infectious period is set as 7 days.

A susceptible student’s probability of getting infected
depended on the infectivity of infectious agents, his own
immunity level, the duration of the contact action, and so
on. The infectivity of an infected agent evolved with time
during the infectious period. According to the statistics of
infectivity in the chart with red bars in Figure 19, an infected
student had the highest level of infectivity in the second day
after he had the first symptom. The infectivity levels in other
days in comparison with the second day are in Table 5. The
day labeled as “−1” means the day before the starting of the
symptomatic period.

Based on the algorithm discussed before, theH1N1model
is developed with the help of MDT. The settings of influenza
model will be discussed in Section 5.2.1.

5.1.2. Modelling Intervention Measures by MDT. In corre-
spondence, intervention measures model is used to cease
the outbreak of H1N1. As discussed in [42, 48, 49], if the
appropriate measures are taken when the infectious disease
emerges, the transmission of the disease could be slowed
down and the damage could be decreased. Therefore, it is
necessary and important to design emergency intervention
measures in the artificial Beijing. According to the Ministry
ofHealth inChina, the intervention policies [50] are designed
to control the spread of influenza such as H1N1. The inter-
ventionmeasures of these policies including are interventions
activated time, vaccination rate, antibiotic, delay to hospital,
isolation duration, close workspace duration, and limitation
of activities listed in Table 6. Similarly, the models of these
intervention measures are also developed with the help of
MDT. Using the reasonable data ranges listed in Table 6,
intervention models can be initialized to do the computa-
tional experiments. These experiments are used to show how
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Figure 19: The distribution of infectivity rate of an infected agent
[37].

Table 5: The proportion of infectivity.

Days (𝑖) −1 1 2 3 4 5 6 6
Proportion of infectivity 0.3 0.5 1 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.05

to restrain the H1N1 transmission.The settings of these inter-
vention measures in IMCT are introduced in Section 5.2.2.

5.2. Experiment Settings

5.2.1. H1N1 Settings by EECT. EECT is designed to initialize
the emergent events models such as H1N1.The settings come
from the specified emergent event models. As shown in
Figure 20, in theH1N1 used case, the settings are composed of
the distribution of infection source, infection rate, infection
period, and so on. The infection rate changes with envi-
ronments and infection periods. The settings are initialized
from both the research of medicine on H1N1 and the data of
H1N1 outbreak in Beijing in 2009.The process of influenza in
artificial Beijing is simulated to repeat the possible scenarios
of H1N1 break. During the computational experiments of
artificial Beijing, theH1N1 settings such as the period of being
symptomatic are updated by the dynamic data registrations
from OsdRT. The updating corrects the H1N1 model during
the experiments. With the help of OsdRT, artificial Beijing is
able to approach actual society. It is also an implementation
of parallel execution.

5.2.2. Intervention Measures Settings by IMCT. In the H1N1
case, the settings of intervention measures are shown in
Figure 21 in IMCT. These measures are designed under the
instruction of Emergency Decision Organizations like China
Disease Center (CDC). The measures such as vaccination
rate, the rate of closedworkspace, and the starting time can be
initialized in the tool. Emergency response plans are imple-
mented in these settings. As illustrated in Figure 7, all the pos-
sible compositions within value settings in reasonable inter-
vals are tested to find the most optimal emergency response
plan. For example, different compositions of measures such
as vaccination rates and rates of workspace closed are used
to design the plans of experiments. By the analysis of the
results, the best composition of interventionmeasures can be
obtained.The analysis will be discussed in case study in detail.
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Table 6: The intervention measures of influenza.

Intervention measures Values
Interventions activated Time 𝑇Intervention ∈ [0, 80th day]
Vaccination rate 𝑅Vaccination ∈ [0, 1]
Antibiotic rate 𝑅Antibiotic ∈ [0, 1]
Delay to hospital 𝐻ospital(𝐴 𝑖), 𝑇infected < 𝑡 < 𝑇recovered + 𝑇HDelay, 𝑇HDelay ∈ (0, 3th day]
Isolation duration 𝐼solation(𝐴 𝑖), 𝑇Intervention < 𝑡 < 𝑇Intervention + 𝑇IDuration, 𝑇IDuration ∈ (0, 14th day]
Close workspace duration 𝐶lose(𝐸𝑖), 𝑇Intervention < 𝑡 < 𝑇Intervention + 𝑇CWDuration, 𝐸𝑖 ∈Workspace, 𝑇CWDuration ∈ (0, 7th day]
Limitation of agent activity duration 𝐿 imitation(𝐴 𝑖), 𝑇Intervention < 𝑡 < 𝑇Intervention + 𝑇LAADuration, 𝑇LAADuration ∈ (0, 7th day]
𝑅Vaccination means the vaccination rate of artificial Beijing while 𝑅Antibiotic means the antibiotic rate used for infected agents in hospital.
𝐻ospital (𝐴𝑖) means that the infected agent 𝐴𝑖 is sent to hospital; he or she will receive the retreatment immediately.
𝐼solation (𝐴𝑖) means that the infected agent 𝐴𝑖 is isolated at home; he or she can only contact with the other agents until isolation duration is over.
𝐶lose (𝐸𝑖) means that the environment 𝐸𝑖 typed of workspace is closed until the close workspace duration is over.
𝐿 imitation (𝐴𝑖) means that the activities of agent 𝐴𝑖 are limited, only the workspace and home are allowed until limitation duration is over.

Incubation: Weibull
distribution

Symbolic: LogNormal
distribution

Recovering: LogNormal
distribution

H1N1
influenza

Settings of H1N1 influenza model

Disease model

Transmission
model

Figure 20: The settings of H1N1 in EECT.

It is worth notifying that the settings of intervention
measures are also influenced by OsdRT. For example, the
H1N1 outbreak areas are notified by OsdRT.The intervention
measures such as close workspace are used only in the
outbreak areas. Therefore, the unnecessary computation of
intervention measures is avoided. So the data injection by
OsdRT not only makes artificial society approach actual
society, but also increases the performance of computational
experiments.

5.3. Experiments by EMT. When the initialization of arti-
ficial Beijing is ready, EMT is used to do the computa-
tional experiments. EMT is composed of two parts: the
central controller in the central node and the residen-
tial service deployed in the computational nodes. Central
controller loads the experiment plans and controls the whole

experiments process; the GUI of controller is shown in
Figure 22; EMT manages the computational experiments
in four steps: cluster configuration, load experiment plans,
models deployment, and running experiments.

5.3.1. Cluster Configuration. Before the configuration, cluster
information is collected from the residential services inside
the cluster. The information includes nodes amount, node
names, node IPs, and CPU occupations. It is used to quantify
the computing power of the cluster.The cluster configuration
is based on this information. The nodes are selected for
experiments. Then the LP (local process) [51] number for
each node is set according to the number of the CPU kernels.
After the configuration, the experiment plans are loaded to
customize the models and data.
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Figure 21: The settings of intervention measures in IMCT.
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Figure 22: The deployment and running of experiments in EMT.

5.3.2. Load Experiment Plan. As discussed in Section 3.5, the
description of experiment plans is composed of the infor-
mation in three aspects: models and the initial data for the
experiments, the deployment mapping tables from the mod-
els to the nodes, and the plan of experiment execution.When
the experiment plan is loaded by the EMT, the file names
and model descriptions of models and data are listed. With
the support of cluster configuration, models can be mapped
to the nodes in the GUI according to the computation
requirements. EMT also provides the setting of experiments
itself, including the running times, start time, and end time.

5.3.3. Models and Data Deployment. Models are stored in
the agent population and services repository. According to
the settings in experiment plan, the customized models are
downloaded from the repository first; then the models such
as agent model, environment model, emergent events model,
and intervention measures model are integrated to be the
compositionmodels of artificial Beijing.Themodels and data
locations in the nodes are configured in the “model path”
and “data path” in the GUI of central controller. Finally
the models are uploaded to the nodes in cluster with the
consideration of partition. The partition of artificial society
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models is different from the multiagent system in [52].
Models in artificial society are divided into three levels: agents
and environments, grids, and city. Agents and environments
are encapsulated in grids which compose the whole city.
Thus the partition of artificial society becomes the partition
of grids. The parallelism degrees are found to support the
partition of models: agent independence and grid indepen-
dence. According to the parallelisms, agents are partitioned to
LPs according to the population distribution in grids. Agent
movements among grids are simulated by the movement
events among grids in different LPs. As a result, a two-tier
parallel architecture is proposed to support the simulation of
artificial society. The architecture is detailed in [53].

5.3.4. Running of Experiments. When the preparation is
ready, the experiments can be done by the central controller
of EMT. The running and control commands of the experi-
ments are grouped into three aspects: start, pause, or stop the
experiments; get the running information of the nodes such
as the snapshot of the desktop of node. With the help of these
commands, users can run the computational experiments
to do the research on the emergency management. It is
worth notifying that the simulation engine is optimized in
order to support the ten million agent simulation. Using
GPU as coprocessor, a two-tier parallel simulation engine is
designed with support of MPI and OpenCL through phased
synchronization [54]. One-sided communication is used for
reflection of remote simulation objects and message passing
between processes. A general kernel function prototype is
elaborately designed and conditionally compiled for execu-
tion on both CPU and GPU. Moreover, the optimization
operations like load balance is developed under the instruc-
tion of activity-based simulation [55]. The densely populated
grids are given more CPU and memory resource according
to the activity predictions.

5.4. Results of H1N1 Experiments with KD-ACP. On the
basis of artificial society models and the intervention mea-
sures mentioned in Section 5.1.2, a series of computational
experiments are performed to study the H1N1 influenza in
Beijing. In our case of artificial Beijing, 19,610,000 agents
are simulated in the cluster within 48 CPU cores and 128G
memories, the nodes are connected by kilomega networks. It
takes 18 hours to simulate a 250-day disease spreading.

In order to illustrate how the optimal plans are obtained
byKD-ACP, the experiments are divided into four groups: the
experiments ofmodel validation, the experiments of sensitiv-
ity analysis of vaccination rate, the experiments of sensitivity
analysis of isolation, and the experiments of the combination
of interventionmeasures.These four groups show the general
process of the research on emergency management in H1N1
influenza. Firstly, the models of H1N1 are validated with
the support of historical data. Secondly, the traditional
medical interventions of pandemic such as vaccination are
analyzed to find the optimal plan. Thirdly, the traditional
nonmedical interventions of pandemic such as isolation are
analyzed to find the optimal plan. Finally, the combination of
interventions is tested to show the combined effect.

It is worth mentioning that all the experiments in our
work are performed 100 times. These experiments are ini-
tialized with different settings of interventions in IMCT. The
results shown in the figures are the mean values.

5.4.1. The Experiments of Model Validation. In our artifi-
cial Beijing, the models of H1N1 influenza are built based
on the existing researches. Wang and her colleagues had
studied the H1N1 influenza by SEIR (Susceptible\Exposed\
Infective\Recovered) models [56]. With the support of their
work, we build the models of artificial Beijing in the manner
of multiagents.

In Figure 23, the control group shown in red line is
drawn based on the realistic statistical data collected in H1N1
influenza in Beijing in 2009. The influenza lasts more than
six months, and more than 170,000 people are infected.
Comparing with the control group, the simulated results
without interventions are drawn in blue. It is obvious that the
simulated case fits the control group well before 70 days. But
the ascending of control group is slowed after 70 days, and
the peak value (17,883) is much less than the simulated results
(25,135). It is because the vaccination is activated at day 67 in
control group according to the intervention measures used
in 2009. The restrain by vaccination becomes effective eight
days later. The change of infected number after vaccination
is shown by red spotted line. The trend of control group is
different from the simulation data after 75 days.

However, the simulated results (blue line) in compu-
tational experiments fit the control group (as shown in
Figure 23) in the first 70 days when no intervention mea-
sures are executed. The key features such as effective basic
reproduction number (𝑅

0
) are also almost the same in both

cases. Therefore, it can be concluded that the models of
artificial society built in microview are validated by the
realistic statistical data in influenza in Beijing in 2009.

In this group of experiments, no interventions are exe-
cuted in order to validate the models. Therefore, the simu-
lated results of this extreme case which cannot happen today
could be obtained. As shown by blue line, the number of
infected agents without interventions reaches peak value at
day 91 with 25,135, consisting of 8,052 in symptomatic phase
and 28,950 in recovery phase. It is obvious that the total
number of infected agents grows slowly at the beginning
time. Then the number increases quickly when the influenza
breaks, and it reaches its maximum value with 383,870 in the
end. This phenomenon can be explained as in the following.
At the beginning of influenza, due to the limited number
of infected agents, the propagation of the disease remains
slow but many agents become susceptible. When the number
of infected agents increases rapidly, the spreading becomes
significant. However, the number of infected agents decreases
after day 91. It is because the disease spreading relies on the
social networks and spatial contact networks [49]. It means
that the infected agents can only infect agents either in the
social relationship networks or in the spatially contacted.

5.4.2. The Experiments of Sensitivity Analysis of Vaccination
Rate. According to Section 5.1.2, vaccination is a typical
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Figure 23: The results with no intervention executed, and the com-
parison with realistic statistical data in Beijing in 2009.

medical intervention in influenza. Traditionally, the effective-
ness of vaccination can only be evaluated after the influenza,
and the key settings such as vaccination rate are determined
by the experience. It is always difficult for emergency man-
agement organizations to find the most optimal vaccination
rate in advance.Therefore, the sensitivity of vaccination rate is
analyzed in this group of experiments. The settings are listed
in Table 7; average results are shown in Figure 24.

Vaccination rates are set linearly (10%, 30%, 50%, and
70%) to test the changes of influenza. The peak value of
infected agents decreases from 25,135, 22,392, 15,787, 6,907
to 638, respectively. It shows that the more the agents are
vaccinated, the smaller the peak value of the infected agents
will be. In the case of 70% vaccination, the total infected agent
is only 13,799. It means that the influenza in this case does not
happen due to the high vaccination rate.

The change of peak values also shows an interesting
phenomenon. Vaccination rates increase linearly; the peak
values decrease slower than the ascending of vaccination rates
at beginning, but the descending becomes more and more
faster with the linear increase of vaccination rate. It means
that the small scale of vaccination (less than 30%) does not
make sense.With the increase of vaccination rate, the number
of susceptible agents decreases significantly. In sequence,
the possibility of infections is lowered greatly. Additionally,
it could be found that the decrease of peak values comes
later than the increase of the vaccination rates. This is quite
reasonable according to Mei et al.’s work in [57].

As a result, it is concluded that high vaccination rate is
effective in the control of H1N1 influenza, though costly.

5.4.3. The Experiments of Sensitivity Analysis of Isolation.
According to Section 5.1.2, isolation is a typical nonmedical
intervention. It is the most used intervention measure in

Table 7: The initial settings of experiments of vaccination.

Parameters Value
Agent count 19,610,000
Initial infected count 40
Interventions activated time
(𝑇Intervention)

0

Vaccination rate (𝑅Vaccination) {0%, 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%}
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Figure 24: The results of loading intervention of vaccination.

the emergency management in influenza. As mentioned
before, a problem also exists that the measure cannot be
validated before the intervention. Therefore the sensitivity
of isolation is analyzed in this group of experiments. It is
worth mentioning that the isolation is usually combined
with the hospital policy. It means the infected individual is
sent to hospital; meanwhile the people who contact with
the infected are all isolated. As a result, parameters delay to
hospital and isolation duration are designed together in the
settings of experiment. Delay to hospital stands for the period
from infection time to hospital time while Isolation duration
represents the period when an agent cannot contact others if
he has contact with an infected agent. The settings of these
parameters are listed in Table 8; average results are shown in
Figure 25.

Firstly, the parameter delay to hospital is simulated alone
to test the sensitivity. The simulated results are shown in
solid line in Figure 25. The peak value decreases from 6,708
to 2,218 when the delay to hospital decreases from 1.5 days
to 1 day. The half day change brings the 67% reduction.
Moreover, the peak value almost approximates to zero in
the case of 0.5 days. The influenza does not happen in this
case. It can be concluded that the earlier the infected agents
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Table 8: The initial settings of experiments of isolation.

Parameters Value
Agent count 19,610,000
Initial infected count 40
Interventions activated time (𝑇Intervention) 80
Delay to hospital (𝑇HDelay), isolation duration (𝑇IDuration) {(1.5, 0), (1, 0), (0.5, 0), (1.5, 3), (1, 3), (0.5, 3)}
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Figure 25: The results of loading intervention of isolation.

are sent to hospital, the less the agents will be infected.
So the construction of effective mechanism to find infected
individuals is important in the emergency management of
influenza.

Secondly, the parameter isolation duration is added to
simulate the isolation of intervention.Obviously, the isolation
measure decreases the infected agents greatly. Compared to
the parameter delay to hospital of 1.5-day case, the peak value
decreases from 6,708 to 362when the isolation is added in the
intervention.The reduction of 6346 agents comes from the 3-
day isolation of agents who had contacted with the infected
agents. However, the decrease of parameter delay to hospital
cannot bring the similar reduction in the 3-day isolation
cases. According to the figure, the peak value decreases from
362 to 51; from 1.5-day case to 0.5-day case, only 311 agents are
saved from infection. As a result, the sensitivity of simulated
results does not change obviously with delay to hospital in
the case of isolation. It can be concluded that isolation is a
more effective measure. Though it is not easy for emergency
management organizations to decrease the delay to hospital
due to the current monitoring mechanism, the influenza can
still be controlled by isolation.

5.4.4. The Experiments of Combination of Intervention Mea-
sures. Isolation is not the only nonmedical intervention in
influenza, close workspace is another common measure.
When close workspace is activated, the workspaces are all
closed, agents can only stay home at the closed time. Luckily,
isolation and close workspace are independent from one
another. It is possible for emergency management organi-
zations to use these two measures together. So this group
of experiments is designed to obtain the effectiveness of the
combination of intervention measures. The parameters are
initialized with different settings listed in Table 9.

Parameters delay to hospital and isolation duration is set
in the middle values (1 day, 3 days) according to the last
section. According to the experience, close duration is set as
seven days. It is known that close workspace is a really cost
intervention measure; the activated time is a key parameter.
With the fixed parameters mentioned before, the change
of interventions activated time is analyzed in this group of
computational experiments.The average results are shown in
Figure 26.

Compared with the simulated results of experiments
discussed above, Figure 26 strongly illustrates that influenza
is ceased when the intervention measures are combined
together. The peak value of infected agents is 141 in the “80th
days of close-workspace and isolation with 1 day delay to
hospital” case while 25,135 in “no intervention” case, 2,218 in
“1 day delay to hospital” case, 203 in “1 day delay to hospital
and isolation” case. The interventions bring a great reduction
of infection; the peak values decrease from ten thousands
level to hundred level.

On the other hand, the peak value even decreases to 108
when the execution time of close workspace is 10 days earlier.
The date of maximum value of infected agents is advanced
from the 135th day to the 108th day. The whole circle of H1N1
influenza is reduced.The results of this group of experiments
show that intervention measures should be activated as soon
as possible, and the compositions of interventions are more
effective in emergency management of H1N1 influenza.

In summary, based on the general process, lots of exper-
iments could be done by KD-ACP to study emergency man-
agement in H1N1 influenza. Many conclusions are obtained
based on the analysis of the experiments in this section.
According to these conclusions, themost optimal response in
our case study is the case of “70th days of close-workspace and
isolation with 1 day delay to hospital.” It is because this case
has the fewest infected agents relatively. But the modelling of
H1N1 influenza is not sufficient. Economic and social factors
of interventions, such as the money cost by vaccination and
isolation, the influence of the close-workspace in society,
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Table 9: The initial settings of experiments of isolation and close
workspace.

Parameters Value
Agent count 19,610,000
Initial infected count 40
Interventions activated time (𝑇Intervention) 70th day, 80th day
Delay to hospital (𝑇HDelay), 1 day
Isolation duration (𝑇IDuration) 3 days
Close workspace duration (𝑇CWDuration) 7 days
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Figure 26:The results of loading interventions of isolation and close
workspace.

and even opinion transmission of H1N1 in internet, are not
considered in our case study. Without the analysis of these
factors, it does not make sense to talk about the most optimal
intervention measures. However, KD-ACP had provided a
software framework and general process of the research on
emergency management. Supported by KD-ACP, the experts
of emergency management are able to study emergent events
such as H1N1 influenza as detailed as possible. Based on the
experiments and analysis again and again, the most optimal
intervention measures will be found ultimately.

5.5. Parallel Execution by ASST and OsdRT. As discussed in
Section 3.5, ASST andOsdRT are used to support the parallel
execution of artificial Beijing. The statistical data is collected
and stored in artificial society runtime database at runtime.
ASST downloads the infection data from the database and
displays it in the map. As shown in Figure 27, the infected
agents are distributed in the districts in Beijing.The snapshot
gives the geospatial distribution of the H1N1 epidemic. The
legends of the agents in different status are listed in the left

right corner in Figure 27. Five statuses are shown in the figure:
health without vaccination, health with vaccination, incuba-
tion, being symptomatic, and convalescence. ASST provides
a very direct feeling for the emergency experts. Partly with
the situation from ASST, Emergency Decision Organization
makes the emergency response plans to the response of the
emergency scenario. With the help of plans, the epidemic
in actual society can be restrained. In the meantime, the
influenza information is reflected in the Internet. According
to Figure 8, the data acquisition, data extraction, and data
standardization of H1N1 influenza are processed in OsdRT.
OsdRT is implemented by Dr. Cao’s team from Institute of
Automation from Chinese Academy of Sciences [58]. The
tool provides not only the reports of H1N1, SARS, hand-foot-
mouth disease, and intestinal diseases are all monitored. The
web page is shown in Figure 28; H1N1 reports from Internet
are collected first. Based on the data extraction of the reports,
H1N1 case of distribution is obtained and shown in the
incidencemap. As a result, H1N1 incidence data is regarded as
the knowledge which is sent to EECT and IMCT.The settings
of emergent events and intervention measures are modified
in order to make artificial society approach actual society in
next turn of computational experiments. With the help of
OsdRT, the loop of parallel execution process integrates ACP
approach.

6. Conclusion

This work provides an integrated software framework for
social Computing in emergencymanagement. From a system
perspective, KD-ACP provides a reliable, flexible, low cost,
and effective platform for the scientists to do the research on
emergency response problems. The analysis and prediction
of these problems with inherent complexity can be solved
by the repetition of possible alternative experiments on
the software framework. Therefore, KD-ACP which is an
attempt to implement ACP approach seemed as an effective
computational framework to support the decision making in
emergency response.

Currently, KD-ACP is used to study the H1N1 epidemic
in Beijing in 2009. The most optimal compositions of inter-
vention measures are testified to support the response to
next influenza. However, it is still a long way ahead before
the automation, systematization, and practicalization of KD-
ACP. A lot of work will be carried out along several directions
as in the following.

(i) The parallel execution process in KD-ACP is actually
not strongly connected with the emergency response
organization. Traditional experience and theory still
play a dominant role in the decision of emergency
management. It is necessary to propose a mechanism
of hall for workshop to facilitate the parallel execution
loop in actual society.

(ii) Section 3.3 introduces the principle and process of
modelling artificial society. Metamodels and models
of artificial Beijing are built by GME. Model transfor-
mation and code generation are used to implement
codes from FSM based models. But many details
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Figure 27: The situation of artificial Beijing by ASST.
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Figure 28: The implementation of OsdRT by Institute of Automation from Chinese Academy of Sciences.

are still not illustrated due to the topic of this
paper. The key techniques such as template of code
framework and model transformations from specific
domains to FSM will be focused and introduced in
detail in our next paper.

(iii) The performance of computational experiments in
KD-ACP is still slower than expectation. The opti-
mization of simulation engine and models structure
is necessary to improve the performance. So it is
possible to run artificial society with the real world
in parallel.

In summary, KD-ACP paves a new way for scientists in
both emergencymanagement and computation simulation to

collaborate with each other in solving the emergency man-
agement problems by social computing.

Research Highlights

(i) KD-ACP is implemented based on ACP approach.

(ii) Artificial Beijing is built with the help of KD-ACP.

(iii) H1N1 is modeled to simulate the influenza in Beijing
in 2009.

(iv) Computational experiments testify the effectiveness
of intervention measures.
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